Kindness to Others
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1
Give
someone a
compliment.
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Volunteer to do the
dishes after a meal.

Tell a family
member or coworker what
you appreciate
about them.
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Donate used books.

Nominate
someone for
a Ben's Bell!
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Make it a
priority to say
Please &
Thank you to
others.
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Greet a friend with a
smile and an
enthusiastic hello.
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Send kind notes to
retirement homes.
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Respect another
person's boundaries.
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Call a loved one
& ask them to
tell you a story
from their
childhood.
Plan a virtual
workshop
with friends
and get
creative.
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Write down 3 ways you
will be kind to others
and commit to it.
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Start a fundraiser for a
cause you believe in.
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Pause before you
speak, & choose words
with positive intention.
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Leave a great review for
a small business you
support & enjoy!
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Clean the microwave
even if it wasn't your
mess.

Write down your
favorite quote
about kindness on a
poster & hang it on
the wall.

Be a mentor to
someone who
needs it.
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Tell someone how they
have helped you grow.
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Text or email three
people a kind message.
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Ask someone
for their
opinion &
consider their
position.
Advocate for
organizations you
believe are making
a difference
through social
media!
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Take out the trash!
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Write a kind
note & post it
on the fridge
for everyone to
see.

Write a Thank You note
to your trash collector.
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Instead of listening to
reply, practice listening
to understand.
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Leave the mail carrier a
Thank You note.
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Recommend an
uplifting podcast
to someone you
love!

Post a kind message on
social media.

29
At dinner talk about
kind acts you did for
others today.

